Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) is a recent food movement utilizing locally grown agriculture rather than mass-produced industrialized farms. Community members invest in a local farm at the beginning of the season, with the expectation of receiving shares of the produce throughout the harvest. People who do not take part in the growing or financing of the farm are still able to benefit CSA farms; we will explain these community wide benefits throughout this entry. CSA programs help support small farms as well as large ones, and they provide fresh food throughout the communities.

We divided this topic into six subtopics that include: an overview, the history, supporting groups, social impacts and organizations, the economic impact, and a first hand experience. This allows us to provide essential information regarding CSA, while also permitting us to compare the effects of CSA, analyze the actions of various supporting groups, and detail a first hand experience. Links to these sections are found at the bottom of this page, below the References Cited section.

Figure 1: A division of shares from a local CSA producer. These shares will be picked up by local consumers after the piles have been appropriately divided based upon what each customer ordered.

(http://tuscaroraenvironment.com/tcsa.aspx)

**SUMMARY**

In summary, community supported agriculture, or CSA, is a relatively new concept that originated in Japan in the 1960’s when homemakers decided to take action against the industrialization and alienation from the production process that was occurring. It only recently has spread in the United States, where most CSA farms have been in business for less than 15 years. In community supported agriculture small, typically organic farms distribute their produce to a group of “subscribers”. The subscribers pay a fee ranging from $100-$600 at the beginning of the year, and in turn receive a ration of the crops throughout the growing season. The food is distributed by home delivery, on-location pick up, or sometimes pick up from a central location. The farmers typically grow a large variety of crops on small plots of land to help maintain biodiversity and traditional rural aesthetics. Environmentally, CSAs are proving to be a sustainable source of produce, as opposed to industrial farms that are degrading the environment to such an extent not only environmentalists, but average people with no specialized knowledge of the environmental effects are taking notice. Most CSAs are found in the Northeast, Northern Central states, and near the West Coast, close to urban areas. The goals of most CSAs consist of raising environmental consciousness, educate people about where their food is coming from and how it is produced, and to provide a clean, safe, and local means of getting fresh, healthy food. Most people join CSAs to support local farms, receive fresh and affordable produce, reduce their environmental impact, and for the sense of community that it provides. The CSA system was found to help not only provide inexpensive, healthy food, but to also improve social integration and benefited human capital. A group member who grew up in the CSA system has helped to raise animals, grow crops, and produce dairy products and maple syrup, and has first-hand experience with both the sense of community and the closeness to the food so often mentioned in studies. Overall, CSA is a bottom-up program that is proving beneficial to all, with the exception of big-business, and has the potential to grow rapidly in popularity as knowledge is spread.
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